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Opening Times
The theme park, wildlife park and 
nature resort are open every day  
from 9 a.m. during the summer season 
(Easter to start of November). The 
theme park is closed during the winter 
season but the wildlife park and  
tree houses in the nature resort are 
still open every day.

Sleep like a Log 
The nature resort, directly in front of the wildlife park, offers originally  
designed, comfortably equipped accommodation for everyone. Whether  
you’re high up in the treetops or in the middle of the countryside, 
surrounded by chattering storks and grazing sheep – a night in a 
tree house or shepherd’s wagon is a unique experience for families 
and couples. Strengthened by an extensive breakfast in the rustic tavern 
“Wildsau-Schenke”, you will start the next day ready for new adventures 
in the theme park or wildlife park. As admission to the wildlife park is 
free for guests who stay overnight every day during their stay. There are 
special conditions for admission to the theme park. For more information, 
please visit www.tripsdrill.de/en/nature-resort

*Station building will open in 2021

*

There is always action here!
An Easter egg hunt, halloween night or animal Christmas – Tripsdrill 
has many fantastic events all year round. Groups can choose from 
special programs: admission and food offers, guided tours behind the 
scenes of the theme park, exploring nature with a trained ranger in the 
wildlife park, wine tasting and much more. A birthday at Tripsdrill is 
unforgettable for children. There are various deals on offer for this in the 
theme park and wildlife park. Are you planning a conference or business 
outing with your company? Or would you like to visit Tripsdrill with your 
club? We will be happy to organise your personal event. For additional 
information, please visit www.tripsdrill.de/en
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Animal Encounters 
A walk through the wildlife park promises an experience of 
nature for all your senses. Over 50 different animal species live 
on 47 hectares. In the large outdoor enclosures experience Dam 
and Dybowski deer up close, pet them and even feed them. In 
addition to the feeding times of wolf, lynx, bear & wildcat, be 
fascinated by the birds of prey during the flight demonstration. 
Watch the otters swimming and romping around while being 
fed in their diversely designed enclosures. Forest adventure trail, 
barefoot trail and a large adventure playground with climbing 
forest invite you to explore the natural surroundings.

Great Fun for Everyone

Theme Park

How Can You Find Us?
Tripsdrill makes for a wonderful excursion for families, companies, 
school classes and clubs. There are more than 4.000 parking spaces 
conveniently located free of charge directly at the entrance. 
Main season bus connections: 
 • daily from Bietigheim (Friedrich Müller Omnibusunternehmen GmbH) 
Hotline +49 (0) 711 / 51 86 97 80 

 • daily from Heilbronn (HNV), Hotline +49 (0) 71 31/88 88 60 

Tripsdrill - Boundless  
Fun for young and old 
In the midst of vineyards, mixed forests and orchards lies Germany‘s 
first theme park: Tripsdrill! Over 100 original, humorous attractions 
designed with attention to detail guarantee unlimited fun for the 
whole family. Tripsdrill has repeatedly received awards as the best 
theme park in Europe. The highlights include the spectacular catapult 
roller coaster ”Karacho“, the wooden roller coaster ”Mammut“,  
white-water rafting ”Waschzuber-Rafting“ or the ”Höhenflug“ – a 
turbulent flight duel. 

Two thrilling rides in one place  
New: In the course of the 2020 season at Tripsdrill two roller coasters 
compete against each other in a breathtaking race. What would  
it be like to experience a rapid train ride in our family coaster 
 ”Volldampf“ – even in reverse? Or would you rather face a thrilling 
adventure on the suspended coaster ”Hals-über-Kopf“? Another new 
attraction is the ”Spielewelt Sägewerk“, one of the largest  
adventure playgrounds in southern Germany. In nine different areas, 
about 250 amusement features are available for the youngsters to 
climb, slide, sand and splash with water.

For more information and offers: 
Erlebnispark Tripsdrill GmbH & Co. KG 
Erlebnispark-Tripsdrill-Straße 1 
74389 Cleebronn/ Tripsdrill  
Tel. +49 (0) 71 35/999 333  
www.tripsdrill.de • info@tripsdrill.de

Wildlife Park


